Abstract-We describe a software framework for solving user equilibrium traffic assignment problems. The design is based on the formulation of the problem as a variational inequality. The software implements these as well as several numerical methods for find equilirbria. We compare the solutions obtained under several models: static, Merchant-Nemhauser, 'CTM with instantaneous travel time', and 'CTM with actual travel time'. Some important differences are demonstrated.
I. INTRODUCTION
The term traffic assignment captures an array of problems concerning the distribution of traffic over a network. Traffic assignment problems arise in transportation planning applications, such as in the traditional "four-step" procedure, where it occupies the final step, following trip generation, trip distribution, and mode choice [1] . The fundamental principle that guides most traffic assignment models is Wardrop's first principle [2] , which states that among available alternatives, drivers will select routes that minimize their travel times. Because the speed of traffic tends to decrease as the number of vehicles on the route increases, this principle leads to an iterated game in which drivers test new routes, day after day, until they converge to a Nash equilibrium, a.k.a. a user equilibrium.
Since the pioneering work of Wardrop, the mathematical and numerical study of traffic assignment has progressed slowly. This is perhaps due to a historical scarcity of traffic data and network information, but also because of the complexity of traffic behavior. [3] gives several examples in which problems could not be solved for networks of useful size. It is not surprising therefore that the problem has received renewed interest with recent increases in traffic and network data, and computational power. Also driving this renewal are concerns about the 'unintended consequences' of the widespread use of routing apps [4] , as well as advances in autonomous driving technologies.
An investigation into the techniques of traffic assignment reveals a multitude of traffic flow models, numerical methods, and performance metrics. As is usually the case, the more detailed the model, the more expensive the computation. However it is not clear under which circumstances the additional effort (or investment in computational resources) is necessary. For example, although dynamic models that capture essential congestion phenomena are desirable, the computation (as well as network configuration effort) involved in solving dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) problems can be large. On the other hand, existing static planning methods cannot fully model traffic congestion because of their inability to represent queue formation and dissipation when traffic demand exceeds road capacities [5] .
This paper presents a software framework for addressing such questions. The software is based on the formulation of traffic assignment as a variational inequality, described by Nagurney in [6] . This is a very general formulation, as it requires only continuity of the traffic model. Hence, it covers a wide range of models: static and dynamic, macroscopic and microscopic, 'analytical' and 'simulation-based', etc. The software is modular and extensible, in the sense that it provides interfaces for incorporating new models, cost functions, and numerical solvers.
There are many other programs, both commercial and shared, that solve traffic assignment equilibrium problems. Our software is most related to software tools for dynamic traffic assignment problems as described in Table I . More details about these software programs are also provided below.
DTALite [7] uses a mesoscopic agent based model with link flow dynamics based on Newell's simplified kinematics wave model, a spatial queue model, and a point queue model. DTALite uses agent-based algorithm to calculate dynamic traffic equilibrium. Dynameq uses a discrete event traffic flow model in contrast to the more typical discrete time based models. The model is based on car following, lane changing, and gap acceptance. Two solver algorithms are employed: the Method of Successive Averages and a heuristic adaptation of a gradient based method. DynaMIT [8] , [9] is a mesoscopic model based on speed-density relationships and queuing theory. Routing is based on a path size logit model. Joint estimation of unknown state space parameters (including OD flow, route choice model parameters, traffic dynamic model parameters, and segment capacities) is conducted using an Extended Kalman Filter. DynusT [10] uses the "anisotropic A variety of other dynamic traffic simulators exist (including DynaSMART, Aimsun, Sumo, etc.) although these software tools are generally used for traffic simulation as opposed to explicitly solving dynamic user equilibrium problems.
In contrast to these, the software described here does not prescribe the model, cost-function, or numerical method, but rather serves as a platform for comparing different options, both in terms of computation and the solutions they produce. The software presently includes a static model, two dynamic models: the cell-transmission model and the MerchantNemhauser model, a travel time based cost-function, and three numerical algorithms: the Frank-Wolfe algorithm, the Method of Successive Averages, and the Extra-Projection Method. The code can be found here [12] .
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The goal of the problem is to find a demand assignment that produces an equilibrium state trajectory in the sense of Wardrop [2] . The traffic network is represented as a graph. Vehicles enter and exit the network through origin and destination nodes. They travel through the network following paths.
Set of available paths for w ∈ W. P = {P w } w∈W All paths.
Demand on path p. h = {h p |p ∈ P} : Demand assignment.
The demand d w for an OD pair w ∈ W is, in general, a function of time over [0, T ]. Each of the vehicles in the demand profile d w will upon entry to the network, choose (or be assigned) a path from the set of available paths for its OD pair. The number of vehicles assigned to path p is denoted with h p , and is also a function of time. A demand assignment is a collection of profiles h p for each path p ∈ P. A demand assignment is feasible if all of its entries are positive, and it accounts for all of the OD demand.
Denote the set of feasible demand assignments with H. A demand assignment produces, through the traffic dynamics, a cost profile c p (t) for each path p ∈ P. A feasible demand assignment h is also an equilibrium assignment if its induced cost satisfies Wardrop's first principle: For each w ∈ W and p ∈ P w ,
We denote the map from demand assignments to path costs with
c is the collection of path costs c p (t). As proven in [13] , a feasible assignment h * is an equilibrium assignment if and only if it satisfies the variational inequality,
[6] provides proofs of existence and uniqueness of solutions to (5), respectively under conditions of continuity and strict monotonicity of F . It should be noted however that strict monotonicity is not generally to be expected of traffic, since the addition of a single vehicle to a nearly empty network may not affect the travel time of any single driver. In the case that there exists a convex function f such that F = ∇f (F is monotone and ∇F is positive semi-definite), the problem can be posed as an optimization problem,
Thus we can classify traffic assignment problems into two categories: those with positive semidefinite Jacobians, which are optimization problems, and the more general problems, which remain as variational inequalities. It is worth considering the phenomena that are lost in using path cost functions F with positive semi-definite Jacobians. The symmetry of ∇F means that an additional unit of demand on any path p has the same effect on another path p as an additional unit of demand on path p would have on p. This assumption precludes at least two important features of traffic models: 1) permissive left turns: At intersections, vehicles are often allowed to turn left through gaps in oncoming traffic. When the flow of oncoming traffic is large, then these gaps are rare, and vehicles must wait longer to turn. However, because the oncoming traffic has the right-ofway, their travel times are not impacted by the number of vehicles waiting to turn left. 2) backward propagation of congestion: One of the essential features of traffic dynamics is that regions of high density propagate upstream. Consider two paths p and p that cross at an intersection. Paths p is nearly empty, but p is congested up to the intersection. An additional vehicle on p will block the intersection, and thus obstruct vehicles on p, but an additional vehicle on p has no effect on p . A second level of classification relates to whether the function F is static or dynamic. Within optimization-based traffic assignment, these two types have naturally been treated using the techniques of mathematical programming and optimal control respectively. If the function F (h) is monotone (strictly monotone), then f (h) is convex (strictly convex).
III. TRAFFIC MODELS
In this paper we will make use of three traffic models: a static model (ST), the Merchant-Nemhauser model (MN) and the cell-transmission model (CTM). The static model will employ a link-based cost function, and therefore will be solvable with standard convex optimization techniques. The MN model, although dynamic, does not propagate congestion. Its Jacobian matrix is symmetric and positive semidefinite, and hence it can be posed as an optimal control problem. The CTM replicates the backward propagation of congestion, and must be treated with the more general techniques of variational inequalities.
A. Static model (ST)
Use L to denote the set of all links in the traffic network. Then, under the static traffic model, the flow on a link ∈ L is the sum of all demands on paths that include link . This information is gathered into an incidence matrix ∆ ∈ {0, 1} |L|×|P| , whose p'th column has 1's in the positions of links in path p. For each time t, the network flow f (t) ∈ R |L| corresponding to a demand assignment h(t) is computed with,
The travel time on link is then computed as a function of the flow on link , and the travel time on path p as the sum of the travel times on the links that constitute path p,
The function τ (·) is the flow-to-travel time function. The most widely used version of τ (·) is the BPR function [14] ,
τ o andf are respectively the free-flow travel time and the capacity of link . γ is a tunable parameter, typically set to 0.15 [14] . This is a convex optimization problem.
B. Cell-transmission model (CTM)
The CTM was introduced by Daganzo in [15] . Here we describe the application of the CTM approach to the pathbased setup of our software. The state of the model is the number of vehicles in each link, segregated by path: x ,p (t). The state evolves according to,
where ∆t is the time step. The computation of the incoming and outgoing flows for the links, f in ,p (t) and f out ,p (t), involve intermediate quantities: the link supplies s (t) and link/path demands d ,p (t).
S (·) and D (·) are respectively decreasing and increasing functions of their arguments. The incoming and outgoing flows are computed according to a node function which takes as arguments, for each node, the demands and supplies of all links incident on the node. There are several alternatives for the node function, e.g. [16] , [17] . These differ in the general case, but in the one-to-one case reduce to the original CTM formulation in which the total flow through the node is given by:
is the upstream link and is the downstream link. This total flow is then apportioned to the different paths according to an assumption of uniform speed (or FIFO),
x (t) = p x ,p (t) is the total number of vehicles in link .
C. Merchant-Nemhauser model (MN)
In a seminal paper for DTA [18] , [19] , Merchant and Nemhauser introduced a dynamical model for analyzing traffic assignment problems. The MN model can be understood as a special case of the CTM, in which the supply function d (·) is set to a constant value equal to the link capacity. The calculation of node flow of Eq. (13) then depends only on the demands in upstream links, d ,p (t), hence backward propagation of information is not possible, and vehicles accumulate without bound in bottleneck links.
D. Travel time calculation for the CTM and MN models
The path cost function c p (t) represents the travel time for a vehicle departing at time t and traveling along path p to its destination. It is calculated by accumulating the travel time on each link in path p. Two types of travel time calculation can be used: instantaneous travel time and actual travel time. The 'instantaneous travel time on path p', c inst p (t) is:
Here τ (t) is the travel time on link at time t. The 'actual travel time' c act p (t) is obtained by sequential accumulation of the travel times for each of the links in the path, each shifted by its travel time.
n( ) is the link following along path p. c act p (t) is the exit time for the last link in the path. We compute τ (t) with τ (t) = ∆t
. The technique of [20] is also available, but was not used in this paper.
Two approaches are common for computing τ (t). The first relies on a definition of speed in the CTM as flow / density, and travel time as distance / speed. Considering units, one obtains,
This formula has the caveat that τ (t) equals the free-flow travel time if either x (t) or f (t) equal zero. The second method, introduced by [20] , uses the cumulative flow at the boundaries of the link.
IV. ALGORITHMS
The experiments of Section VI involve several numerical algorithms for solving traffic assignment problems. These all follow the fixed-point iteration depicted in Figure 1 between the model F and the update function of the numerical method, U . U is allowed to have a state. The numerical algorithms use the all-or-nothing assignment at iteration k, y k :
Here s = |argmin p∈Pw c k p |. The superscript k is the iteration index of the numerical solver. The all-or-nothing assignment is also used in the termination criterion (ε > 0): 
A. Frank-Wolfe Algorithm (FW)
FW [21] is a well-known method for solving convex optimization problems which is especially well suited for network problems. The algorithm was used in [22] to solve large-scale static traffic assignment problems. The update function of FW is,
with α set such that h k+1 minimized the cost function over the chord between y k and h k .
B. Method of Successive Averages
The Method of Successive Averages (MSA) is a heuristic that does not guarantee convergence to a solution, but has generally been found to work well [5] . The algorithm advances with,
C. Extra Projection Method
The Extra Projection Method (EPM) is based on the Euclidean projection operator, defined as,
The EPM guarantees convergence when F is Lipschitz continuous and pseudo-monotone [5] . τ k is a number that is smaller than the Lipschitz constant of F . The update function of EPM is,
where
If the Lipschitz constant of F is unknown, then [5] proposes the following update equation for τ k :
(24) µ and σ are scalars between 0 and 1.
V. SOFTWARE Using the VI formulation and the generic iteration shown in Figure 1 , we designed a modular and extensible software framework to solve traffic assignment problems, including static and dynamic traffic problems. Figure 2 show that the software framework has two main modules: the Model Manager and the Solver modules. The Demand Assignment and Path Costs components are wrappers for demand assignment h, and for path travel costs respectively c.
The Model Manager has three components that correspond to function F : the Traffic Model, Cost Function and Sum components. The software framework currently include three traffic models: ST, MN, and CTM, which all integrate in the framework via the Traffic Model component. These are implemented using the BeATS simulator [23] , which is an open-source implementation of the dynamic traffic models resported in this paper. The State Trajectory module is a wrapper for link states (e.g: flow per link), and the Link Cost module is a wrapper for the travel cost per link (e.g experienced travel time on a link). The Model Manager's role is to translate an assignment h, specified as a sequence of demand per path by the Demand Assignment module, into the corresponding path costs, represented as a sequence of cost per path.
The Solver module serves as an interface to plug in solution algorithms for DTA. The Solver works in a loop (as described in Figure 1 ) in which it generates candidate demand assignments, and expects to be given the corresponding network path costs. This loop continues until an equilibrium demand assignment is reached. The Solver interface allows to incorporate different DTA solution algorithm. We included three solver algorithms: the MSA, the FW, and the EPM, which can be applied depending on the F function properties.
The advantage of our modular software framework is that it can be easily extended to address different traffic assignment problems by including new traffic models, cost functions, and solver algorithms. For example, the framework has a travel time based cost function. A user can add an energy or emission based cost function. For problems, such as simulation-based DTA problems, where the traffic model is tightly coupled with the cost function evaluation, a user can integrate implementation of the F function without having to write the Traffic model, Cost Function and Sum modules. The complete documentation on software framework, with installations instructions can be found at [12] .
VI. EXPERIMENTS
In this section we demonstrate the methods described so far and implemented in the software using a simple scenario. The network, shown in Figure 3 This network was chosen because it is small enough that the results are intuitive, and yet it illustrates the essential differences between the models and travel time functions described in Section III. Only OD 0 has a choice of route, and hence the assignment problem is only to decide how the demand for OD 0 should be split between paths 1 and path 2 during each time interval. The total demand for both ODs will be set to a value that exceeds the capacity of link 5, and hence we expect congestion to form and propagate upstream past link 4, and onto to links 2 and/or 3, regardless of the assignment. Because path 1 is shorter than path 2, OD 0 should choose path 1 until the accumulated congestion on link 3 causes its travel time to be as large as that of link 2. Then the assignment should distribute traffic on paths 1 and 2 such that the travel times on links 2 and 3 are equalized. 
Here γ is the parameter of the BPR function, which has been assumed equal for all links. In the limit as γ → ∞, the equilibrium value of h 1 decreases to 569.14 (the smallest real root of 2
, and h 2 = 1300−h 1 increases to 730.86. Thus, paradoxically, for large γ the number of vehicles that choose path 2 exceed those that choose path 1, even though path 2 is longer than path 1. 
B. Dynamic assignment
Next we compute the dynamic equilibrium assignments under three different models: the MN model, the CTM model with instantaneous travel time, and the CTM with predictive travel time. The time period is 600 seconds. Demands are set to d 0 =1300 and d 1 =300 for time before 300 seconds, and d 0 =d 1 =0 thereafter. EPM was used to compute the solution, with an initial guess provided by MSA. The three solutions are shown in Figure 5 . The optimal assignment under the MN model places all of d 0 on path 1 for all times before 300 seconds, and so link 2 remains unused. This is because MN does not propagate congestion upstream, and so link 3 never slows down. This can be seen in Figure 6 , where link 4 accumulates vehicles without bound up to 300 seconds.
The two CTM solutions display behavior that is more realistic. In both cases, the entire demand is initially sent on path 1, since c 2 −c 1 is positive, as can be seen in Figure 5 . The congestion on link 4 spills to link 3 after about 100 seconds, and at this point instantaneous c 2 − c 1 begins to decrease. Notice that the predictive version of travel time reacts before congestion reaches link 3. The travel times on paths 1 and 2 are equalized at around 116 seconds for CTM predictive, and 121 seconds for CTM instantaneous. At this point, the demand is shifted entirely to path 2. The effect of this change is delayed by the travel time on link 0. In the meantime, c 1 continues to increase, and hence c 2 − c 1 becomes negative. After the pulse reaches links 2 and 3, the travel time on path 1 decreases rapidly, and travel time on path 2 increases. c 2 − c 1 again becomes positive, and another oscillation begins. We found across a range of values for d 0 , that the size of the oscillations produced with predictive travel time is uniformly smaller than with instantaneous travel time.
Finally, we evaluate these three solutions in terms of their similarity to a Wardrop user equilibrium. To build a 'distance to Wardrop' function, we express Wardrop's principle as a complementarity condition: h * is an equilibrium if it is feasible and for all time t, all OD pairs w, and all paths p ∈ P w ,
where π w (t) is the minimum travel time among paths in P w . The left hand side of Eq. (26) is positive for all feasible assignments, and zero only for equilibrium assignments. Therefore the function, Figure 7 . Clearly the equilibrium due to the MN model is farther from a Wardrop equilibrium than either of the CTM results. A shortcoming of D[h](t) is that it only penalizes incorrect assignments h(t) at time t. The lingering effects of vehicles sent on non-minimum paths are lost. If, however, the problem has a unique equilibrium solution, then the distance to that state trajectory can also be used to quantify 'distance to Wardrop'.
Here, x * (t) and x(t) are, respectively, the equilibrium state trajectory and the state trajectory due to h. This quantity is depicted in the lower plot of Figure 7 . Notice that the error persists beyond t=300.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a unifying software framework to solve traffic assignment problems based on a VI formulation. The software is not built to fit any particular traffic model; rather it has a modular design, which enables the solution and comparison of a range of traffic assignment problems. The two main modules, the model manager and the solver, provide interfaces to integrate different traffic models and numerical methods respectively. To demonstrate the software use, we conducted numerical experiments that compare equilibrium assignment resulting from three traffic models implemented in the framework: the static model, the MN model and the CTM model. The equilibrium assignments were calculated with one of the three numerical algorithms included: the FrankWolfe algorithm, the Method of Successive Averages, and Extra Projection Method. Results showed that, as expected, the equilibrium assignments from the MN and CTM dynamic models account for the traffic evolution better than the static model, which has no concept of queue formation on links. We also observed that the CTM model simulated congestion more accurately than MN, since it enables flow spill-back from links to upstream links as congestion grows.
In our future research, we will extend our framework for multiple commodities models to represent multiple driver classes such as app-routed and non-routed drivers. In addition, we observed that as the traffic network size grew to largescale networks (a network with more than 2500 nodes and 2500 origin-destination nodes), the equilibrium computation time increased significantly (13 hours). Hence, we plan to continue exploiting distributed computation in HPC to speed up equilibrium calculations. This will enable the use of the framework for urban-scale traffic assignment problems and real-time traffic operations.
